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Mossberg 702 plinkster magazine canada

This is a factory 25-round extended magazine for Mossberg 702 Plinkster &amp; Flex-22 .22 LR rifles with lightweight polymer construction with a textured loading button, oversized mag release and a special loading tool/magazine cap, these 25-round magazines are the perfect upgrade for the 702 Plinkster rifle. Mossberg's 702 Plinkster is one of the most
affordable rimfire rifles on the market today, and a tremendous value for shooters at all levels. Combining lightweight polymer construction with desirable features such as a final shot bolt hold-open and 3/8 scope mount, it's a perfect addition to virtually any shooter collection. These magazines are designed for optimal fit and function with 702 Plinkster rifles.
Double on firepower with some extended magazines for 702 today! Promag produced this blue steel magazine for Mossberg 702 Plinkster. The maximum capacity for this magazine is 10 rounds. This magazine holds 0.22 Long Rifle rounds. Constructed with a blue steel housing, and a hi-stretch spring for faster exchange between the magazine and the
chamber. One feature of Promag's reputation is the process and dedication that goes into the production process and which has remained true since their conception. This dedication to only showing up superior and reliable products for any occasion, has kept its integer strong and reputation solid for many years. Due to high sales volume, please expect
processing delays. Notify me when this product is in stock
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